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1. 27 NOV 63 WARREN K. GUERTLER REC'D FOLL INFO FROM AMYUM/19
ON MORNING 22 NOV AMPARO GODINEZ, OWNER OF BAR "MARQUESA DE
CUBA" IN MADRID OVERHEARD FORMER CUBAN JOURNALIST GASTON BAQUERO
TELL ONE CANTO (BELIEVED TO BE ROSENDO (CANTO) HERNANDEZ,
EDITOR OF ACCION CUBANA) THAT HE HAD REC'D LTR STATING GPIDEAL WOULD
BE KILLED THAT DAY.

2. A-19 REC'D INFO 26 NOV FROM MARIA MANUELA DE (CANAL)
WHOSE ADDRESS IS PLAZA DEL NINO JESUS NO. 6, 2ND FLOOR, APT D,
MADR. CANAL CLOSE FRIEND GODINEZ. A-19 EN ROUTE WAVE AREA
FROM MADRID AND UNABLE LEARN FURTHER DETAILS OF ALLEGED CONVER-
SATION.

3. SINCE AMWORLD PROGRAM REQUIRES THAT ANY CONTACT BETWEEN
A-19 AND GODINEZ NOT BE REVEALED IN ANY FOLLOW UP ON THIS INFO
MADR STA MAY WISH CENTER INQUIRIES ON BAQUERO VIA LIAISON WITH
LOCAL SVC.

4. DIR: HAVE NOT PASSED ABOVE TO ODFGAN MIAMI.